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Description, Gazetteers and Maps



Engendering a Sense of Place

Placenames are the cradle of culture
and at the centre of community



What is a Place?

• Place can be applied to any scale: from a room in a building, to 
a monument, a country or larger region which rouses shared 
feelings in people.  Local prominence becomes an issue 

• Places are dynamic in their material structure and meaning.
Places are modified as people, ideas and objects pass in and out, 
in space and time

• Place does not necessarily have to be a fixed location 
spatially or temporally (eg. a cruise ship)



The Gazetteer for Scotland

• Aims to be a definitive and detailed resource
• Began work in 1995; at least another 30 years to go !

• Contents divided into:
– Settlements - Geofeatures / Attractions    - Parishes
– Council Areas - Families / Clans - Old Counties
– People - Associated bibliographical references
– Events - Media (photographs, sounds, video)

• Originally envisaged as a book, but is a database
• Some statistics:

– Around 26,900 full descriptive entries (+75,700 others)
– 2.6 million words of contemporary text (30 novels !)
– 2.37 million words of historical text
– c.10,000 photographs
– Maps with every entry
– Approaching 1 million hits per week

• There are places in the GfS which are not on OS maps



www.scottish-places.info 



Historical and Contemporary Description



Much more than a Web Site



The Gazetteer for Scotland is a…

• Short-form gazetteer:

– often used in conjunction with GIS, crucial for geoparsing and linking.  
Often a list of place-names together with their locations in latitude and 
longitude or other spatial referencing systems (eg. British National 
Grid Reference). 

• Long-form (or Descriptive) gazetteer:

– may include lengthy textual descriptions of the places they contain, 
with explanation of industries, government, geography, together with 
historical perspectives, maps and / or photographs.

• Thematic gazetteer:

– list places or geographical features by theme; for example fishing 
ports, nuclear power stations or historic buildings. Their common 
element is that the geographical location is an important attribute of 
the features listed.



Why not just use the OS 1:50K Gazetteer

• Freely available since 2010

• But fundamentally it is a map index, not a gazetteer

• Poor spatial referencing: names (not necessarily 
features) only located to a 1km grid-square

• A lack of alternative names, including Gaelic names.  
There are only 25 alternative names within the 86,095 
names recorded in Scotland

• Poor feature-typing

• Notable errors and inconsistencies with other sources

• Un-named features included eg. "mon" 

• Uneven coverage; few names are recorded within 
towns and cities, due to lack of space on the map

• Repeated names eg. river names which appear more 
than once on the map



Scottish Government Interest

• Create a contemporary Gazetteer for Scotland that 
is as complete as we can make it

• Meet obligations under INfrastructure for SPatial 
InfoRmation in Europe (INSPIRE) regulations

• Debated the meaning of ‘place’

• Merge the OS 1:50K gazetteer with another gazetteer 
which makes up for its shortcomings

• Gazetteer for Scotland:

• consistent coverage
• avoids many of the issues of the OS gazetteer
• BUT not nearly as many entries as OS gazetteer

• One makes up for inadequacies of the other

• Cross checking improves the quality of both

• Sizeable manual editing operation (c. 140 person days)



Improving Gazetteers with GIS



Resulting Short-Form Gazetteer

• Placename list with around 97,000 entries and links

• But more can come from names crowd-sourced from OS 
Second Edition (1888-1913) Six-Inch-to-the-mile maps

• With Chris Fleet (NLS) and Humphrey Southall (Ports)

• Historical dimension

• ~92,000 further names can be added subject to editing



Using Gazetteers: Enriching Resources



Using Gazetteers: Linking Resources

Restaurants
Yellow Pages Local History

Historic Buildings
Historic Environment 

Scotland

Tourist 
Attractions
Visit Scotland

Banking Services

RBS, HBOS etc

Populations 

Statistics
GROS

Nature Reserves
SNH

Injured Wild Animal
SSPCA

Property 

Values
RoS

Schools
Local Authority

Emergency Services
NHS, Fire Brigade, 

Police

Tourist
Accommodation
Visit Scotland

Pollution
Scottish Water

Lost 

Hillwalker
Mountain Rescue

Monuments
RCAHMS



GIS and Gazetteers in Toponymy

• Database Management and Data Mining Technologies

• Searching
• Textual Analysis
• Names extracted from / matched in gazetteers
• Geoparse digitised literary and historical 

corpora using gazetteers
• Connect to bibliographic tools 
• Linkage to maps, using spatial references from 

gazetteers

• GIS tools can assess spatial relationships

• e.g. proximity, connectivity, clustering 

• GIS gives access to considerable volumes of varied data

• Analyse topography, geology, ecology for meaning

• Analysis in space and time

• Use image processing techniques on aerial and satellite 
imagery to search for lost settlement / archaeology



Conclusions

• Considered the meaning of place

• And therefore what places should be included in a 
gazetteer

• The value of descriptive gazetteers

• The Gazetteer for Scotland 

• Creating a definitive gazetteer 

• Gazetteers are more than a placename layer

• Value in terms of 

• enriching resources

• But crucially linking resources of the basis of name and 
location

• The interplay of GIS, toponomy and gazetteers




